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Step 1 Start in the East Wing at Studio E3
  JUSTIN OH - Justin Oh produces made-to-order clothing, eco-
  aware bags and accessories, made from natural fibres that are 
  locally sourced. His work is all about timeless style, craft and 
  utility, attention to detail, luxury finishings and the reinvention of 
  tradition.

Step 2 Exit to the right and continue along the 
  hall to Studio E4, entrance on your left.
  KIMBERLEY COOKEY-GAM - Kimberley Cookey-Gam is a British-
  Nigerian artist specializing in textiles, handcrafting crochet pieces  
  ranging from garments to sculptures and functional objects. Her 
  creative practice is a culmination of healing through craft, entwined 
  with nature, organic forms, spirituality and her Igbo heritage.

Step 3 Exit to the left and continue along the
   hall to Studio E15, entrance on your right.
  TEN CLOUDY - Natasha Kerimova is a sustainable leather artist, 
  designing and handmaking jewellery and fashion accessories under her 
  Ten Cloudy brand. Her signature style combines layered textures and 
  geometrical structures, converting leather offcuts into colourful abstract 
  3D objects resembling precious stones.

Step 5 When you reach the Second Floor, turn left 
  down the corridor to Studio E2H, entrance 
  on your right.
  SINE FIENNES - Sine Fiennes creates luxury cashmere items in her 
  Bloomsbury studio, with a focus on made-to-order baby wear, 
  homewares, clothing and accessories. Her trademark is simple 
  beautiful designs and colours that are meant to last a lifetime. Her 
  effortless and timeless cashmere is the epitome of quiet luxury.

Step 6 Exit to the left and continue along to 
  Studio E2P, entrance on your left.
  NETTE’ LEATHER GOODS - Johnette’ Taylor takes inspiration from her 
  life in both America and London to create personal, well-made 
  leather goods and small accessories. With a focus on craftsmanship 
  and design, her bags are functional, nostalgic and traditional but with 
  a modern twist.

Step 7 Exit to the left and continue straight ahead 
  to Studio E2X, entrance on your right.
  JENNIE ADAMSON - Jennie Adamson is a bespoke tailor who creates 
  handmade clothing for men and women using traditional techniques from 
  Savile Row. Her work is characterised by excellent craftmanship com-
  bined with a modern eye for silhouette, creating garments that transcend 
  trends and are made to last.

Step 4 Exit to the left and head back towards where you 
  started. When you reach the junction, turn right and 
  follow the signs up the stairs to the Second Floor.
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